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Lords, Samurai, and all Shoen Citizens! 

Today we stand at a cross roads. The Galaxy has changed dramatically in the last few weeks. 
Governments have consolidated their holdings, new alliances have been formed, and long 
festering animosities have blossomed into open conflict. 

I stand in front of you as your 3rd Shogun. 

Our first Shogun, Gideon Stargazer, had a vision of an independent Nation that would keep a 
small, but necessary, footprint on a heavily fortified Moon and build a highly mobile Military Fleet 
for offense. 

Our second Shogun, Jormungand Gand, sought to consolidate our assets and build up our trade 
relations. 

As your third Shogun I have continued these policies for lack of any new vision. 

Today that has changed. 

The Government which rules our System and our Sector has put forth an offer to the Black Sword 
Fleet. 

As you may have noticed after xxxx, Black Sun has consolidated into a large territorial Government 
of several Sectors. This consolidation as created a need for a legitimate Military Navy, something 
that was never been an issue for what used to be an underground criminal syndicate. 

Black Sun is immediately forming a core Naval Fleet and they have asked Black Sword Fleet to 
become the foundation for that Fleet. 

I have been offered an Admirals position of the newly formed Navy. We have been asked to merge 
our membership, not our assets, into Black Sun to form this Navy. 

I have been shown some of the assets involved in creating this Fleet and I can testify to you all that 
the BS Navy being formed is more than capable of standing toe-to-toe in direct battle with ANY 
military in the Galaxy to include NR, GE, TF, or Hapes. I am talking about dozens of the largest 
Battleships in the Galaxy at our disposal. 

I am asking each of you as individuals and as a Team to come with me on a new adventure. 

What does this mean to you and BSF? 

On the downside; 

It means we would no longer be a Faction. 

It means we would answer more to a large Council not of our choosing. 

We would limit our forums down to Shoen culture only and use BS forums for operations. 



On the up side; 

Your individual salaries will triple. 

Your Ranks will convert into Black Sun. 

You will have the ability to rise to the top Ranks of BS even to the Council. 

You will have Land inside BS systems made available to you for building as do all BS members. 

You will receive the regular free Ship and asset dispersals BS members are a custom to. 

You will be flying elite Technology. 

All the assets we currently have would stay in place and if we ever wanted to reform we could. 

You can join Black Sun, Aurora Technologies (ships), and Hyrotii Corporation (mining). 

You will have BS members access to Datacards and Raw Materials to build and/or manufacture. 

It alleviates the need for me to find ways to pay our salaries. 

It ends the constant threat of BSFdissolving due to member count. 

A sign-on bonus will be paid at joining. 

We will stick together as a Team. 

I know this is a dramatic change after so many years as independents. However, with me as 
Admiral we will all still be afforded a certain amount of freedom to do our personal missions as 
long as we meet our obligations as a Navy. 

There will be a meeting starting Friday on the Black Sun forums to discuss the Navy that is forming. 
If you are not already registered on BS forums please do so. 

I have been asked to provide a list of Samurai willing to join the BS Navy so they can start 
organizing asap. If you want to join please say so below. 

Honor unto death! 

Shogun Kyouto 

  

--------------------------------------- 

Bonus! If you order, today, you also get a list of confirmed Black Sun members and associates 
updated around the end of February! 

  

Aaron Purser 

Abigail Sams KIA 



Aden Canara 

Allendi Solvan 

Alucard Tepes 

Banquo Knox 

Bloodwyn Conoveer 

Bulbarakh Tlakh`sar 

Cait Catra 

Christopher McVale 

Coral Dayton 

Corvis Orion 

Corwyn Zythor 

Darwyn Vercades 

Dayus Danary 

Derek Zenox 

Dollario 

Dred Furian 

Edhrikhor Tlakh`sar 

Eric Twaites 

Esu Kyouto 

Goliath Mobduu 

Ixxis Laka 

Jad Hep Viridux 

Jevon 

Jormungand Gand 

Kabal Shryke 

Kallum Yenreit 

Katarina Catra 

Kelmanis Vaan 



Klaa`tu Xaal 

Korben Tyr 

Lamia 

Leigh von Ismay 

Lex von Ismay 

Lilith 

Lilith Ves KIA 

Luno Sarris 

Malachi Pythes 

Marek Galen 

Meret Blackmoon KIA 

Mladen Phantom 

Mors Arabum 

Nazar Sarkov 

Nestor Laconia 

Nicolai von Ismay 

Nikolo Nardini 

Niobe Asha 

Nyarlathotep Alaks 

Ourtai Ol`inesh 

Rechlac Rayz 

Saitam Orelav 

Sofia Rossari 

Tatyana 

Tavarius Kalia 

Thantos Lawless 

The Patrician 

Tici Orides 



Varfarius Ord 

Wulf Colsweord 

Zalabar Hithro 

Zanix Hawk 

Zexe Va'ss 

  

Leigh Kellan 

Klaa`tu Xaal 

Alnada Rigel 

Aden Canara 

Alex Garcia 

R`dall Gr`ves 

Era`ut Nex 

  

Suspected, not confirmed: 

Daisuke Haines (dot) 

Xeon Cartagho 

Lance Starlight 

  

 


